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The Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) provides comprehensive, integrated biological information for the budding yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, along with search and analysis tools to explore these data, enabling the discovery of functional relationships
between sequence and gene products in fungi and higher organisms. We have recently expanded our data model for regulation curation to
address regulation at the protein level in addition to transcription, and are presenting the expanded data on the ‘Regulation’ pages at SGD.
These pages include a summary describing the context under which the regulator acts, manually curated and high-throughput annotations
showing the regulatory relationships for that gene, and a graphical visualization of its regulatory network and connected networks. For
genes whose products regulate other genes or proteins, the Regulation page includes Gene Ontology enrichment analysis of the biological
processes in which those targets participate. For DNA-binding transcription factors, we also provide other information relevant to their
regulatory function, such as DNA binding site motifs and protein domains. As with other data types at SGD, all regulatory relationships and
accompanying data are available through YeastMine, SGD’s data warehouse based on InterMine.
This work was supported by a grant from the National Human Genome Research Institute at the United States National Institutes of Health [U41 HG001315].

Revised
data model

Data type

Description

Value

Regulator

Gene identifier

Gene name or systematic name

Regulator type

Controlled vocabulary

Transcription factor
Chromatin modifier
Protein modifier

Future:
RNA-binding protein
RNA modifier

Target

Gene identifier

Gene name or systematic name

Direction

Controlled vocabulary

Positive, Negative, [null]
Future:
RNA stability
Protein stability

Transcription
Protein activity

Regulation of

Controlled vocabulary

Happens during

Controlled vocabulary; Situation under which
the regulation occurs

Defined subset of Gene Ontology terms:
descendent terms of Biological Process ‘cellular response to
stimulus’ GO:0051716 and ‘cell cycle phase’ GO:0022403

Annotation method

Controlled vocabulary

Manually curated
High-throughput

Evidence

Type of experiment used to test for and/or
demonstrate the regulatory relationship

Evidence & Conclusion Ontology (ECO) term

Strain background

Controlled vocabulary

Strain name

Reference

Publication in which the regulatory relationship
is described

PubMed ID

sgd-helpdesk@lists.stanford.edu

@yeastgenome

• regulatory complexes
• in addition to single protein
regulators
• other types of regulators
• RNA-binding proteins
• RNA modifiers
• other protein-binding entities
• other types of regulation
• RNA stability
• protein stability

